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TOPICS COVERED
• Arithmetic Operations

• Debugging Shell Scripts

• Control Structures
• If constructs
• For loops
• While … do & Until … do loops
• Break & Continue commands
• Case constructs
• Select constructs

• Functions



ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS IN SHELL SCRIPTS

• $((arithmetic expression))  allows us to perform arithmetic operations. This 
should be preferred to the older exp ‘  ‘ syntax for the Bourne shell.

Examples :
a=$((  4 + 3 ))   ,    b=$((  a  *  7  ))   ,    c=$(( $b / 3 - 1))  
echo $(( -- a ))   

Note: spaces within ((   )) do not matter so use them for readability.
• Some of the allowed operations are given in the following table



ARITHMETIC OPERATIONS IN SHELL SCRIPTS

logical AND,  OR&&   ||
bitwise AND, OR& , |

logical/bitwise negation ! , ~  
power of** 

multiply/divide, remainder* , / , %  
add subtract+  , - 

post/pre  increment/decrementvar++ ,var-- , ++var , --var



A FEW OTHER USEFUL TIPS
• Generating random numbers

Reference to the built in variable $RANDOM will returns an integer in the 
range 0 to 32767.
Use an expression like the one below to get a random number that is between 
0 and n-1.

    n=36 ;  randnum=$(( $RANDOM % $n ))  

• Getting a sequence of numbers
Use the seq command to generate a list of numbers.
For example;  

list=`seq 20`
will assign 1 2 3 …. 20 to the variable named list.     

• Performing floating point operations by using bc command 
Example: a=1.2;b=3.4;  echo $a + $b  | bc

     To assign the result to another variable:  
              c= `echo $a + $b  | bc` 



DEBUGGING YOUR SHELL SCRIPTS
• Generous use of the echo command will help.
• Run script with the –x parameter. 

E.g.  bash   –x   ./myscript
or       set –o xtrace   before running the script.

• For longer scripts, debugging can be applied to selected sections that are 
defined by the 

        set –x and set +x commands.
Example:      : 

set –x 
commands in 
the section to be debuged
:
set +x
 rest of the script



DEBUGGING SHELL SCRIPTS …
• Verbose mode –v will print the shell line as it is about 

to be executed.
e.g.  bash –v  myscript

• The –x and –v options can be combined.
e.g. bash –xv myscript
•  Also set –v / set +v can be used in a similar manner to set +-x 

described in the previous slide.

• These options can be added to the first line of the 
script where the shell is defined.
e.g.      #!/bin/bash -xv 
FURTHER STUDY IDEA:  Type set –o to see further options.
Check references to find out what they mean.



KEEPING A RECORD
• Script command can be used to make a record of everything that appears on the 

terminal. 

      script  filename

 where filename is optional and if not specified it is assumed to be typescript.

Once started all terminal output will also be copied onto the scriptfile until a ^D is received.

Note: set –o ignoreeof can be used to avoid logging out accidentally by pressing ^D too many times.

  



CONDITIONAL STATEMENTS  
(IF  CONSTRUCTS ) 

The most general form of the if construct is; 

if command executes successfully 
then   

 execute command                 
elif this command executes successfully                 

then                                  
 execute this command                                  
 and execute this command                 
else                                  
 execute default command      
fi 

Note that elif and/or else clauses can be omitted.



EXAMPLES
BASIC EXAMPLE:

if date | grep “Fri”
then
echo “It’s Friday!”    

fi
FUKK EXAMPLE:

if   [  “$1”  ==  “Monday”  ] 
then
echo “The typed argument is Monday.”

elif [ “$1”  ==  “Tuesday” ]
  then 
 echo “Typed argument is Tuesday”

 else
 echo “Typed argument is neither Monday nor Tuesday”
 fi
Note1 : =  or == will both work in the test but == is better for readability.
Note2: There must be spaces surrounding  =  or  ==



STRING COMPARISONS USED WITH  
TEST   OR  [[     ]]   WHICH IS AN ALIAS FOR TEST  

 AND ALSO [   ] WHICH IS ANOTHER ACCEPTABLE SYNTAX

• string1 = string2 True if strings are identical

• String1 == string2   …ditto….

• string1 != string2 True if strings are not identical

• string Return 0 exit status (=true) if string is not null

• -n string Return 0 exit status (=true) if string is not null

• -z string Return 0 exit status (=true) if string is null

IMPORTANT NOTE: [ and ] must be written separated by spaces on each side. [[ and ]] must not have a space in the 
middle.



ARITHMETIC COMPARISON OPERATIONS USED WITH TEST AND [   ] CONSTRUCTS

• int1 –eq int2 Test identity

• int1 –ne int2 Test inequality

• int1 –lt int2 Less than

• int1 –gt int2 Greater than

• int1 –le int2 Less than or equal

• int1 –ge int2 Greater than or equal



COMBINING TESTS USING LOGICAL OPERATORS  || (OR) AND && (AND)  

Syntax: if  cond1  && cond2  ||  cond3
 …   An alternative form is to use a compound statement using the –a and –o keywords, i.e. 

if cond1 –a cond22 –o cond3 …
Where cond1,2,3 .. Are either commands returning a a value or test conditions of the form [  ]  or test …
Examples: 

if  date | grep “Fri”  &&  `date +’%H’` -gt 17  
then

echo “It’s Friday, it’s hometime!!!”
fi

if   [  “$a” –lt 0 –o “$a” –gt 100   ]   # note the spaces around ] and [

then
echo “ limits exceeded” 

fi

Important note: If you like to have a NULL if clause or else clause put a : 
in one line.  

                    :  implies a statement that does nothing. 



A CUNNING WAY OF USING COMPOUND LOGICAL STATEMENTS 

• || and && conditions can be used to control the execution or otherwise of a command according to the outcome of an earlier command. 

• In a compound test such as  command1 && command2     command2 will only be executed if command1’s return-code was SUCCESS ( i.e. 0) .

•   On the other-hand in the compound statement command1||command2 

 command2 will only execute if command  1 FAILED

 ( i.e have a non-zero return code.  See $?)  

Even more sophisticated control structures can be formed by multiple uses of these conditionals.

  Example : command1&&command2&&command3||command4  

 ( who | grep ‘fred’ ) && ( echo “Hello Freddie” | write fred  )  || echo ‘No fred!’

The above command will send a message to user named fred only if he is logged in. 



FILE ENQUIRY OPERATIONS   
-d file Test if file is a directory
-f file Test if file is not a directory
-s file Test if the file has non zero length
-r file Test if the file is readable
-w file Test if the file is writable
-x file Test if the file is executable
-o file Test if the file is owned by the user
-e file Test if the file exists
-z file Test if the file has zero length

All these conditions return true if satisfied and false otherwise.



LOOPS
Loop is a block of code that is repeated a number of times.

The repeating is performed either a pre-determined number of times determined by 

     - a list of items in the loop count  ( for loops ) 

   or 

   - until a particular condition is satisfied ( while and until loops)

To provide flexibility to the loop constructs there are also two statements namely 
break and continue are provided. 



FOR LOOPS  
Syntax: 
   for  arg in list   

   do
              command(s)

               ...
    done
Where the value of the variable arg is set to the values provided in the list one at a time and 
the block of statements executed. This is repeated until the list is exhausted. 
Example:
 for  i   in   3   2   5   7 

 do

   echo " $i times 5 is  $((  $i  * 5 ))  "

 done



FOR LOOPS C-LIKE SYNTAX
Syntax:  for (( index=start ; test ; increment ))
          do 

   :
           done

EXAMPLE :     for (( i=1 ; i <= maxfiles ; i++ ))

                     do 

                       cat file${i}

done

for (( jj=20 ; jj >= 0 ; jj = jj -2 ))

do 

  echo $jj

done



MORE ON FOR LOOPS
A common trick is to assign to a local variable a list of
Items and use that variable as a list driving the for loop. 
Example:

files=`ls`
for fil in $files
do

    backfil="${fil}.back"
    if [ -f $fil ] &&  ! [ -e $backfil ] 
     then

      echo " taking a backup copy of $fil“
      cp -rp $fil $backfil

  fi
done 



WHILE LOOPS  
Syntax: 
while this_command_execute_successfully
do
 :
 :

done
EXAMPLE: 

while test "$i" -gt 0      # can also be coded as while  [ $i > 0 ] 

  do

    i=`expr $i - 1`

  done



WHILE LOOPS
Example:

  while
    who > $tmpfile
    grep “$friend”  $tmpfile > /dev/null
   do 
     … commands ..
   done 
 This loop will repeat until there are no jobs running for
the user specified by the variable $friend.      



UNTIL LOOPS
The syntax and usage is almost identical to the while-loops.

Except that the block is executed until the test condition is satisfied, which is the opposite 
of the effect of test condition in while loops. 

Note: You can think of until as equivalent to not_while

Syntax: 

     until test

do 

    :

             :

done 



BREAK AND CONTINUE 
STATEMENTS

These two statements are associated with the for, while and until loops 
and provide mechanisms for the abrupt exiting or incrementing of a 
loop.

The break statement will exit a loop and the execution will continue 
following the done statement signifying the lexical extent of the loop.

On the other hand the continue statement will terminate the current 
particular iteration and send the control back to the loop control test 
statement at the lexical beginning of the loop to tackle the next item 
on the list.



WHILE, BREAK AND CONTINUE 
EXERCISES

 Exercises.

 Study the script named limits9 in the course examples 
directory. 

 Re-write it using if-else construct so as to remove the 
continue statement.

 Improve it further to eliminate the break statement.



(SELECTION FROM A NUMBER OF POSSIBILITIES)  
CASE STATEMENTS

The case structure compares a string ‘usually contained in a variable’ to one or more 
patterns and executes a block of code associated with the matching pattern. 
Matching-tests start with the first pattern and the subsequent patterns are tested 
only if no match is not found so far.

 case argument in
pattern1 ) execute this command
                 and this
                 and this;;
pattern2 ) execute this command
                 and this
                 and this;;
esac
Note : Pattern can be pattern1 | pattern2 | pattern3 … so on to imply the same block for 

different patterns.



CASE CONSTRUCT EXAMPLE
 case "$1" in 

  *”.txt”  ,  *.”doc” ) ls "$1"  

       mv "$1“   txt  

       echo "$1 moved to txt directory";; 

  *".tmp") ls "$1"  

        mv "$1“  tmp  

        echo "$1 moved to tmp directory";; 

  * )  echo “ not a text file or temporary file “ ;; 

 esac



CASE CONSTRUCTS
The following patterns have special meanings

?) Matches a string with exactly one character.

[[:lower:]] ) or [a-z] )   matches any lowercase letter 

[[:upper:]] ) or [A-Z] )  matches any uppercase letter

[0-9] )         matches any digit

 *)                               matches everything !!! 

The last pattern can be used to mean ‘anything-else’

And must be the last pattern on the list.



SELECT CONSTRUCTS

This construct is devised for menu generation.

A list of words representing the allowed choices is 
presented to the user with each word preceeded by a 
number. The user is then invited to enter a number to 
identify the choice. Following user entry a block of code is 
then executed where actions can be taken depending on 
the choice.



SELECT CONSTRUCT
 
  select word in list 
    do 
      :
      :    
      :
   done



AN EXAMPLE OF USING SELECT
prefer=‘vegetarian vegan no_nuts halal kosher no_gluton quit’
select type in $prefer ;
do 
 case $type in

“veg”* ) food=1 ; break ;;
“halal”|”kosher” ) food=2 ; break ;;
“no_nuts” ) food=3 ; break ;;
“no_gluton” ) food=3 ; break ;;

 “quit” ) food=0 ; break;;
 esac
done



FUNCTIONS
• Functions are a way of grouping together commands so that they can later be 

executed via a single reference to their name. If the same set of instructions 
have to be repeated in more than one part of the code, this will save a lot of 
coding and also reduce possibility of typing errors.  

 functionname()

 {

      block of commands 

   }

Advise: Put both curly brackets on a line on their own as shown here to avoid 
possible errors.



FUNCTIONS
• Functions are like mini-scripts. But they run in the same shell environment as the script that contains it. 

• Therefore all the locally declared variables in a shell script are also accessible and available in the 
functions it contains.

• However, the positional ‘command-line’ parameters passed to a script are not available to its containing 
functions.

• This is because the functions can take on their own positional parameters as they are invoked within 
the script.

• So, if you want to use the positional parameters of a script in a function within the script just pass 
them as parameters: 

    Example:   myinfunction  $*    or myinfunction $3 $1  …

• Use functions for use re-usability and readability
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